ABS-Lock SYS III
Lifeline System 6mm | non-traversable

Working whilst hooked up to a lifeline system
Our ABS-Lock SYS III system secures dangerous edges on
buildings, roofs, in halls and in the vicinity of industrial machines.
This lifeline system is based on a 6 mm stainless steel cable and is
designed for the simultaneous protection of up to 4 individuals
working at heights. Furthermore, in the case of a fall, using a
stainless steel ABS ForceLimiter reduces the ensuing force to an
absolute minimum. Your workers can use our ABS-Lock SYS III
system as an anchorage facility - all they need is a suitable carabiner
or one of our ABS RopeGlide gliders.
Our flexible ABS-Lock SYS III stainless steel cable can be easily led
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around obstacles and corners. Thanks to the pully wheel the rope
routing can be shaped flexible from 0-180° (Hint: Utilization of ABS
LockEye as corner redirection is not more allowed on account of
changings in national standards.)
The ABS-Lock SYS III lifeline system offers you a cost-efficient,
standard solution (non-traversable). If you are looking for more
flexibility and ease of usage, you will find our fully-traversable ABSLock SYS II (8 mm) and ABS-Lock SYS IV (6 mm) systems just
perfect.
Use a lanyard with 2 carabiners, such as our ABS Lanyard Variant YLanyard (dual band) model, to guarantee your continued safety when
deploying our ABS-Lock SYS III system. Your workers remain
secure at all times by simply switchng the carabiners from one
section to the next at the intermediate supports. All ABS Safety
lifeline systems have been tested in accordance with DIN EN 795,
class C, and are built using components manufactured solely from
weatherproof stainless steel materials (V4A or V2A).
SYS 6mm

General national technical approval (German: "abZ"): Z-14.9-786
Ü symbol
EN 795:2012, C & CEN/TS 16415:2013
Compatible with most ABS Safety system supports
Suitable for Installation on virtually any surface
6 mm stainless steel cable (V4A)
Ideal for flat roofs (schools, gyms, warehouses etc.)
Simultaneous protection for up to 4 individuals
When installing the device in Germany, please observe the
provisions stated in the national technical approval
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